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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a novel sharpness mismatch detection
method for stereoscopic images based on the comparison of
edge width histograms of the left and right view. The new
method is evaluated on the LIVE 3D Phase II and Ningbo
3D Phase I datasets and compared with two state-of-the-art
methods. Experimental results show that the new method
highly correlates with user scores of subjective tests and that
it outperforms the current state-of-the-art. We then extend
the method to stereoscopic omnidirectional images by partitioning the images into patches using a spherical Voronoi
diagram. Furthermore, we integrate visual attention data into
the detection process in order to weight sharpness mismatch
according to the likelihood of its appearance in the viewport
of the end-user’s virtual reality device. For obtaining visual
attention data, we performed a subjective experiment with
17 test subjects and 96 stereoscopic omnidirectional images.
The entire dataset including the viewport trajectory data and
resulting visual attention maps are publicly available with
this paper.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Stereoscopic 3D (S3D) is a popular instrument to increase
the level of immersion in film entertainment and virtual reality (VR) by providing the viewer two different views of a
3D scene for the left and right eye. Asymmetries between
the left and right view of a stereoscopic image, however, lead
to the so called binocular rivalry [1], which can cause visual
discomfort and degrade the quality of experience (QoE) [2].
The motivation of this paper is to automatically assess the
quality of stereoscopic images in the presence of binocular
rivalry, in particular sharpness mismatch (SM), and to properly highlight such mismatches in order to reduce efforts and
time within the post-production process. Therefore, we introduce a novel histogram-based SM detection method (HSMD),
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which is one of the main contributions of this paper. We compare the performance of HSMD against two state-of-the-art
methods [3, 4] on two datasets: LIVE 3D Phase II [5] and
Ningbo 3D Phase I [6], and prove that HSMD models subjectively perceived quality more accurately than the current
state-of-the-art in SM detection.
Furthermore, we extend HSMD to omnidirectional images (ODIs) by extracting patches from the spherical representation using the spherical Voronoi diagram as proposed
in [7]. An important aspect of ODIs is that typically only
a portion of the images, the so called viewport, is displayed
when viewed with a head-mounted display (HMD). Thus, the
QoE depends on the viewing direction of the end-user and
thus the visual attention. We incorporate saliency in the detection of SM in order to take visual attention into account,
and to weight SM depending on the likelihood of its appearance in the viewport of the end-users. In the following, we refer to spherical HMSD (S-HSMD) as the extension of HSMD
to ODIs.
Finally, for the computation of the visual attention maps,
we performed a subjective test with 17 participants in order
to collect viewport trajectory data of 96 stereoscopic ODIs.
The images including the viewport trajectory data and the
computed visual attention maps are made publicly available
(see [8]), which is the second main contribution of this paper.
To our knowledge, no datasets with stereoscopic omnidirectional images are available currently.
2. RELATED WORKS
Sharpness mismatch detection. Over the recent years,
binocular rivalry issues and conflicts of depth cues have been
investigated in detail for traditional S3D content, e.g. for
cinema screens [9] and 3D-TV [2, 10], and more recently for
omnidirectional content for HMDs [11].
In [12], a no-reference quality metric for stereoscopic images was proposed which models the binocular quality perception of the human visual system in the context of blurriness and blockiness. Various artifact detection methods, including two methods for the detection of sharpness mismatch,
were introduced in [13] and [14]. Both methods rely on dense
disparity estimation, and analyze either high-frequency differences between both views [13], or differences of edges us-

